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Frequently Asked Questions
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1.

Is there a maximum number of words not to be exceeded in the Candidature Proposal
Form?

2.

Concerning point 2 of the Candidature Proposal (Prize Section) I am not sure whether to
put my research proposal in a section or in another.

3.

How many publications do I have to list in point 7 ?

4.

Should I follow any precise rule regarding the name of the research?

5.

What if I would like to insert a book in point 7 of the Candidature Proposal?

6.

I am not the main author in one of the selected papers in point 7 of the Candidature
Proposal: is it a problem ?

7.

How many other collaborators of the research results shall I indicate?

8.

One of my papers is currently under critical review, but since it is a very important piece of
the research results, I would like to cite it in point 7 to give strength to my candidature, is it
possible?

9.

What kind of publications are suitable of being cited in point 7 of the Candidature
Proposal?

10.

How many publications shall I indicate in the List of Publications form?

11.

Should I win the Prize what will happen? Is the amount in money of the Award tied up by
any particular constraint regarding its end use?

12.

What do I have to do with my endorsement letters, technical assessments, certificates or
technical opinions?

13.

Do we have to use any specific electronic format in order to upload the electronic
documents (Candidature Proposal, CV, list of publication)?

14.

After having uploaded the forms and the .zip file, what happens if I cannot see that my
application status has changed?

15.

What are all the practical steps I need to follow in order to apply to the Eni Award?
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Is there a maximum number of words not to be exceeded in the Candidature Proposal
Form?

Yes, applicants should not exceed 4500 characters (spaces included) when describing their
research results in point 6 of the Candidature Proposal. Such form is supposed to be relatively
short and nimble, providing just a rapid, though accurate, glance at the Candidate’s work, whereas
the publications listed in point 7 will give a more thorough view on the scientific value of the
research presented.
Go Back
2.

Concerning point 2 of the Candidature Proposal (Prize Section) I am not sure whether to put
my research proposal in one section or in another.

We understand that often research is in between two – or more – fields and it can be difficult to
indicate univocally which Prize you should apply for, but we nonetheless ask you to insert your
research in the section that you feel is the best suitable for your work.
Go Back
3.

How many publications do I have to list in point 7 ?

From one (minimum) to five (maximum). Please bear in mind that those publications (usually
papers) have to be related to the research results presented and will have to clearly give proof of
those results. Nonetheless, at least one of the selected papers must have been published within
the period indicated in the Award Regulations (i.e. 5 years for the Energy Transition, Energy
Frontiers and Advanced Environmental Solutions Prizes).
Go Back
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4.

Should I follow any precise rule regarding the name of the research?

No. You can choose the name that suits best your research results. The name can eventually
coincide with the title of one of your papers, but it is not compulsory.
Go Back
5.
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What if I would like to insert a book in point 7 of the Candidature Proposal?

It is of course possible, but since applications are exclusively in an electronic format, we kindly
ask the applicants who wish to do so either to insert separately an electronic copy of the book
in the .zip file or to send an abstract of the book itself.
Go Back
6.

I am not the main author in one of the selected papers in point 7 of the Candidature
Proposal: is it a problem?

No. But it is compulsory that the applicant figures as the main author of the research and appears
as main author of at least one paper indicated in point 7 of the Candidature Proposal.
Go Back
7.

How many other collaborators of the research results shall I indicate?

If the research results that you are willing to submit have been fully coauthored (i.e. in terms of
responsibilities, initial idea of the research, development of the project...) by a colleague of yours
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and you feel that this person fully shares the paternity of this research results, his/her name
should be listed in point 4 (simply copy and paste the paragraph). Please note that a maximum of
two names could be listed in point 4; at the same time, if awarded, only a maximum of two
representatives of the Candidature will be included in the Prize-Giving Ceremony events.
Go Back
8.
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One of my papers is currently under review, but since it is a very important piece of the
research results, I would like to cite it in point 7 to give strength to my candidature, is it
possible?

Yes, it is, but only if the selected publication is at the final stage of the reviewing process (final
proof or pre-print stage). We thus kindly ask our applicants to send a print proof of the paper and
in addition to that a final version of the paper must be sent as soon as published, so that the
Scientific Commission may evaluate it.
In any case at least one of the selected papers has to be published within the period indicated in
the Award Regulations (i.e. 5 years for the Energy Transition, Energy Frontiers and Advanced
Environmental Solutions Prizes).
Go Back
9.

What kind of publications are suitable of being cited in point 7 of the Candidature
Proposal?

All kind of scientific publications: scientific and peer-reviewed papers or books. Please don't list
reviews or patents in point 7.
Go Back
10.

How many publications shall I indicate in the List of Publications form?

As many as you wish; the only limit for each form is given by the size (they cannot exceed 3Mb for
technical reasons). Please note that in the List of Publications form you should indicate
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publications that give a good idea of your scientific activities in the last past years, not compulsorily
related to the research results you present with your candidature.
Go Back
11.
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Should I win the Prize, what will happen? Is the amount in money of the Award tied up by
any particular constraint regarding its end use?

There are no limitations regarding the use of the amount in money of the prize, and the winning
candidates are free to use it in any way which is most suitable to them. Secondly, the winner of
the prize, who is also the main representative of the research proposed for candidature, may
decide to eventually distribute the amount of money between the other collaborators in the way
he/she believes is the best and fairest.
Go Back
12.

What do I have to do with my letters of endorsement, technical assessments, certificates
or technical opinions?

Any letter of endorsement in support of your candidature should be written in English and refer
explicitly to the current edition of the Eni Award. A maximum amount of five reference letters will
be allowed to each Candidate; of these five letters, no more than two may be sent from the same
Country. Such documents can be sent by email, fax or ordinary mail to the Eni award Scientific
Secretariat within the deadline stated by the Official Announcement, kindly inserted in a .zip file.
Prospective reference letters will constitute supplementary merit.
In case of resubmissions, even if the Candidature is presented in nonconsecutive editions,
together with the reasons of the resubmission the Candidate will compulsorily provide detailed
and convincing information enabling to identify the scientific, technical and practical progress.
These results must be properly demonstrated providing new publications, reference letters,
certificates by a third party, etc.
Go Back
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13.

Do we have to use any specific electronic format in order to upload the electronic
documents (Candidature Proposal, CV, list of publications)?

Yes, we ask our applicants to upload their forms in .pdf format. Files must not exceed 3Mb of size
and their name can contain only standard alphanumeric characters (e.g. no accents or dieresis,
etc.); otherwise, due to technical reasons, we won’t be able to open them once uploaded.
Go Back
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14.

After having uploaded the forms and the .zip file, what happens if I cannot see that my
application status has changed?

The Scientific Secretariat will check your uploaded files (both the forms and the .zip file) within
72 hours from your upload. Finally, the Secretariat will send you an e-mail in which an
acknowledgement of your candidature will be provided.
Go Back
15.

What are all the practical steps I need to follow in order to apply to the Eni Award?

The application process of the Eni Award is mostly electronic and web-based in order to
submit candidatures in an easier and simpler way for all applicants.
Here you will find all the steps you will have to follow in order to apply:
- 1. Please send an email to eniaward@feem.it where you state your intention to participate as a
Candidate to Eni Award.
- 2. You will then receive an email from us in which all your personal data will be contained in
order to be
able to log in the private area of the website
(http://www.ea2019.net/dsstudio/index.aspx). Hereby you find a facsimile example of our
letter:
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Please note that your username will be different from your personal code!
You will have to use your username ONLY to get into the website, while your personal code is a
unique code with which your candidature is “labelled”.
- 3. You can now enter in the personal area and upload your forms (Candidature Proposal, List of
Publications and CV).
Log-in page
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Getting Started
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Check your personal details
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And upload your forms: click on “Upload File”
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and then upload your forms.

PLEASE NOTE that once the upload is confirmed, the uploaded forms are considered unalterable, except by the System
Administrators.
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- 4. Once the forms are uploaded, you have to send the following package of documents:
a) the publications listed in point 7 of your Candidature Proposal, together with
b) endorsement letters, (if any) to the email address: repository-eniaward@feem.it.
All files must be compressed into one single zip file renamed: code.zip, where “code” stands for
the personal code assigned to each candidate and is issued automatically by the system.
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For example: if your personal code is 100c1aaa you should send a zip file named: 100c1aaa.zip
- 5. Once your .zip file has been checked by the Scientific Secretariat, you will receive an e-mail in
which we will provide the receipt of your candidature. In order to finalize and give legal value to
your application, you will have to click on the link contained in that email, print it, and fax or
email it, duly signed, no later than the deadline stated in the Eni Award 2019 official
announcement, as showed below.
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